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Bitcoin – Buzz, Bubble, and/or Beauty?

1. Pulling money out of thin air!

2. Genesis block created on 1/3/2009

3. First real world transaction: 10,000 BTC for 2 
pizzas on 5/22/2010



Buzz/Hype



Buzz/Bubble



Beauty

 Bitcoin is beautifully designed with major 
innovations solving difficult problems in 
cryptocurrencies.

 Major advancements in:

1. Cryptocurrencies

2. Blockchain: Internet of Value (IoV), as compared to 
Internet of Information, and Internet of Things.

3. Distributed systems

 Technological speaking: work in progress.



Bitcoin Misconceptions

1. Bitcoin is a coin.

2. Bitcoin is a digital token.



Bitcoin basics

 Bitcoin is the first popular crypto-currency.

 Created by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009:

1. White paper : Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer 
Electronic Cash System, www.bitcoin.org.

2. A Bitcoin node’s implementation storing all bitcoin 
transactions in a distributive way.

http://www.bitcoin.org/


Bitcoin’s Technical

 Bitcoin now has:

1. Bitcoin Network: a network of nodes running Bitcoin Core

2. Open Source Bitcoin software: Bitcoin Core

3. Bitcoin Protocol



Some Bitcoin’s Characteristics

1. Distributed

2. Decentralized: no central control

3. Digital: thus cryptocurrency

4. Very secure blockchain to store ‘valueables’: Bitcoin.

5. Micropayment: trade in Satoshi; 1 BTC = 
100,000,000 Satoshis.

6. Frictionless: low cost (highly debatable now).

7. Pseudonymous: a bitcoin address is anonymous but 
may be linked to owner outside of the bitcoin 
network.



Bitcoin’s Innovation

1. Cryptocurrencies: solving the value and usage 
system

2. Blockchain: public and secure general ledger

3. Distributed system

4. Proof of Work systems: for providing incentives 
and coin generation



How to use Bitcoin



Bitcoin Wallet

 Software that ‘stores’ and manages Bitcoin.

 Manages one or more private keys.

 One private key is usually used to create one Bitcoin address.

 Transactions are between Bitcoin addresses.

 One may use a Master private key to create multiple private 
keys.



Bitcoin Exchanges

 Marketplaces for trading Bitcoins: matching sellers 
and buyers.

 Like stock exchange: e.g. $2,256.40 in exchanges for 
2 GOOG stocks. (Replace GOOG by BTC)

 Most provide Bitcoin wallet services.



What is a Bitcoin

1. In Satoshi Nakamoto, “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer 
Electronic Cash System”

 An electronic coin as a chain of digital signatures.



Cryptocurrencies



Four ‘Money Problems’

1. Value problem: why it has values.

2. Usage: Authenticity: Counterfeiting problem.

3. Usage: Double spending problem.

4. Usage: Claiming problem: can only be claimed by 
the transaction target.

Note that physical money mostly need to deal with 
the counterfeiting problem.



Some Previous Digital Money as Token

 Establishment of a central authority to solve the 
four problems, one on value, three on usage

1. Ensure value: backed by …, which is eventually trust.

2. Check authenticity 

3. Ensure correct delivery

4. Ensure no double spending



Solving the double spending problem

 Before Bitcoin: using a trusted central authority 
(CA).

 Alice to send token coins to Bob. Basically:

 Alice sends the coin token to the CA.

 Token verified by the CA.

 CA sends a new coin or exchange to other currency to Bob.



How do CA (mint) work?

1. CA keep the records of all transactions: a ledger.

1. Why does Alice have coin token initially? 

1. She exchanges for coins using the CA.

2. She received coins from others.

2. Transaction may look like:

 Alice’s account: 4 coin tokens -> Bob’s account.



Problems of Centralized Solution

 Single point of failure/hacking/performance 
bottleneck/control

 Friction

 High cost

 Difficulty of micropayment

 Loss of anonymity/privacy



Bitcoin’s solution to the usage problems

 Keeping all transactions in a public ledger in a 
distributed network: blockchain.

 Transaction may look like:

 Account 
1KFHE7w8BhaENAswwryaoccDb6qcT6DbYY: 
0.00748764 BTC to Account 
1CKFAhPt4Nnk3h43EynHNFdxWgGsidXLGn



Privacy Model

 The Bitcoin model is vastly different to the model we 
are accustomed to.



Bitcoin Node Distributions



Bitnodes’ Countries



Bitcoin Core

1. Contain Bitcoin node, a Bitcoin wallet, etc.

2. A full Bitcoin node contains all Bitcoin 
transactions in its blockchain.



Bitcoin’s Blockchain Size
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Bitcoins’ Transaction History



Energy Bitcoin Mining Electricity Usage

 http://www.wired.co.uk/article/how-much-energy-
does-bitcoin-mining-really-use:

 All are estimates: from between 100MW to 3.4GW.

 That is 880,000,000 to 29,800.000.000 KWh/Year.

 About 60 countries > 29,800.000.000 KWh/Year.

 About 60 countries < 880,000,000 KWh/Year.

 About 97 countries in this range.

 Take the middle 15,000.000.000 KWh/Year: 
Tunisia, Cuba and North Korea.

http://www.wired.co.uk/article/how-much-energy-does-bitcoin-mining-really-use


One Estimate

Current Bitcoin Difficulty Level: 1,590,896,927,258



Looking Under the Hood

1. How does the Bitcoin address work?

2. How does transaction work?

3. How are blocks created?

4. How are coins generated/mined?



Bitcoin Address

 Use Public/Private key.

 25 Bytes:

1. 1 Byte: version

2. 20 Bytes: 160-Hash is “a 160-bit hash of the public portion of 
a public/private ECDSA key pair.”

3. 4 Bytes: SHA 256 checksum of the first 21 Bytes, to ensure no 
error in the address.

 Thus, the essential part of a Bitcoin address is the 
Public Key Hash (PKH).



Public and Private Key

 Public key cryptography: generate two keys:

 Public Key: distributed to others

 Private key: keep secret

 Applications:

 Public key encryption

 Digital Signature



Public Key Encryption

 Alice wants to send a message to Bob that only he 
can read.

1. Alice obtains [a] Bob’s public key.

2. Alice uses [a] to encrypt [b] the message.

3. Alice sends [c] the encrypted message, to Bob.

4. [c] can only be decrypted with [d] Bob’s private key.

 Hacker intercepting [c] in the communications 
process cannot decrypt [c].



Digital Signature

 Alice wants others to know that she has signed 
(authorized) a message she is sending.

1. Alice publicizes her [a] public key that is known to be hers.

2. Alice distributes:

1. [b] the message

2. [c] the encrypted message, using [d] her private key.

3. [e] the method of decryption.

3. Signature validators can use the information in [e] to 
generate the [f] decrypted message from [c] and [a].

4. Signature is validated basically if [b] = [f].



Bitcoin Address



Bitcoin’s Transactions

 The most simple (and common) type of Bitcoin 
transaction (P2PKH: Payment to Public Key Hash): 
E.g. TX1: Alice sends 0.3 BTC to Bob.

 Bob provided a Bitcoin address to Alice (basically the PKH), 
which is included in TX1.

 The 0.3 BTC sits as  Unspent Transaction Outputs (UTXOs)



Bitcoin’s Transaction

 TX2: Bob sends the 0.3 BTC sent by Alice in a 
P2PKH to Paul.



Validating Bob’s Ownership

 [A] Checking Bob’s Public Key as the output address 
of TX1, Alice’s 0.3 BTC: [1] hashes into [2].



Validating Bob’s Ownership

 [B] Use Public Key-based Digital Signature System.



Putting it together

 Bitcoin has transaction scripts for proper output.



Bitcoin transactions

 There are variety in Bitcoin transactions.

 A transaction has

 0 or more input addresses.

 1 or more output addresses.

 A transaction without an input address represents a 
successful mining reward to the miner’s address.



Bitcoin’s Mining

 How do you encourage participation in the Bitcoin 
network?

 Bitcoin nodes receive bitcoin transactions through 
the Bitcoin network.

 Miners attempt to create a block to contain 
selected transactions.

 If successful, the miner receives:
 12.5 newly minted BTC (currently).

 Transactions fees in BTC (Satoshis).



Bitcoin Mining

1. Block created averaged once every 10 minutes. 
Goal: 2,016 blocks per two weeks.

2. Total BTC eventually: 21 million, around 2,140.

3. About 80% of BTC mined.

4. Block creation reward halved every 210,000 
blocks.

5. Based on the ‘Proof of Work’ concept in computer 
science



How to create a new block?

1. Hash-based.

2. A hash function: a = hash(x)

1. Produce a nearly unique result a, known as result.

2. One way: no reverse function to find x from a.

3. Small change in X can result in large change in a, 
sometimes called the hash address.

3. Bitcoin uses SHA-256 Hash.



SHA-256

http://passwordsgenerator.net/sha256-hash-generator/



Bitcoin’s Block Header (80 Bytes)



Proof of Work System

 Miners need to create a block with a hash those value 
must be smaller than a target level.

 A value of a 4 Byte nonce must be found to make the 
80 Bytes block header (in which the nonce is a part) 
to hash to an acceptable level.

 Some desirable properties of Proof of work system:

 The solution (nonce for bitcoin) is very difficult to find (work).

 The solution is easy to verify.

 Level of difficulty can be controlled easily.



Block 507,145
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Mining Block 507,145

1. Target level: 
0x0000000000000000006C21460000000000
000000000000000000000000000000

2. Hash produced: 
0x00000000000000000048a17fc5456c39f5568
7b45afaebf60371fb2ab8174ac4

3. Mining successful since hash < target level.



Block 507,145 Verification

1. Hash received from the miner: 
0x00000000000000000048a17fc5456c39f55687b45afaebf60371
fb2ab8174ac4

2. Header from the block sent by the minor: 
00000020cd1448f432f31fb3f50eb8e26729a29b51c28b3dcc213e0
00000000000000000022b673651e4dcb403fc94932f4ef65c73dce
c572cc1d605cba291e4940c3aa5e271735a46216c175bdbac85

3. Checking:
1. Sha256(Sha256(header)) = hash

2. Hash < target level

3. Transactions input are unspent output from other transactions.



Hard to find a working nonce

 nonce_effect.py: check hash results for close nonce 
values.



Tampering Transactions

 If a hacker changes a transaction in Block 507,145:

1. The Merkle root (hash of all transactions) changes

2. The block header changes

3. The block header does not hash into old, existing block hash.

4. The block cannot be verified.

5. The hacker needs to mine a new acceptable block hash and 
overpower the Bitcoin network to accept it.

6. However, Block 507,146 uses the old block hash of block 
507,145.

7. The hacker will need to change block 507,146 too.

8. Thus, the hacker will need to change all subsequent blocks.



A Demonstration Program: block 507,145 



Block 507,146 



Difficulty Level

 It is adjusted every 2 weeks to ensure that the 
estimated average block creation time is 10 minutes.

 Miners are racing to mine block faster, which will 
them make mining more difficult.



Bitcoin as a cryptocurrency

1. Solving the ‘usage’ problem:

1. Authenticity: hashing, bitcoin address, signature.

2. Delivery to the right party: checking and updating the 
blockchain.

3. No double spending: check the blockchain whether an 
output transaction has been spent.

2. Solving the value problem: 

1. No intrinsic value such as ‘back up by…”

2. Network trust.



Bitcore’s Security

 No known case of successful hacking of the Bitcoin 
network.

 The Bitcoin network is rather tamper-proof.



Avoiding attacker controlling the network.

 From Satoshi:



Ensuring sender’s attack to be minimal

 Scenario (from Satoshi):

1. A sender send some BTC to someone in a transaction.

2. After a while (z block), the sender (attacker) changes the 
transaction to pay to himself (may be another of his account).

3. The recipient is alerted, but it may be too late.

 The attacker’s potential progress can be modeled by 
a Possion distribution with an expected value of 
zq/p.



Result



Consensus Problem in Distributed Systems

 Summary of the Bitcoin’s process.

1. Transactions are broadcast to nodes.

2. Miners collect transactions into a block.

3. When the proof of work of a block is found, miners broadcast 
the block and receive the mining rewards.

4. A receiving node validate the block. Once validated, the node 
works on the next block.

 What should a receiving node do when multiple
blocks have been mined and broadcasted to it?



Which block?

 Solution: Use the block in the longest chain.

 The longest chain provides more chance for mining rewards.



Chain’s Evolution

 This means that a block can be discarded.

 Thus, most Bitcoin clients consider confirmation of

 Transaction: after 6 blocks.

 Bitcoin mining award: after 100 blocks.



Summary

 Bitcoin: future unknown.

 Many technical innovations.

 Many interesting research and practical problems.

 Good to be in STEM majors.

 Send me some Satoshi. Just kidding, I don’t have a 
Bitcoin address.



Burning Questions and Thank You


